which can be divided into two complementary groups: similarity or region based 45 segmentation and discontinuity based segmentation. In region based segmentation, a 46 similarity measure is used to find suitable regions. In discontinuity based segmentation, 47 discontinuities of the images, usually boundaries, are detected (Zhang 1997; Gonzales 48 and Woods 2002). Some of the methods combine concepts from both groups. For 49 instance, in watershed segmentation, dividing lines between basin areas are sought by 50 flooding the image (Gonzales and Woods 2002) . 51 Within remote sensing, many of the segmentation implementations have been 52 region based. Arguably, the most widely used remote sensing segmentation method has 53 been Fractal Net Evolution Approach (FNEA) developed by Baatz and Schäpe (2000) , 54 and implemented in eCognition software. FNEA has been used as a benchmark 55 segmentation, against which other methods have been compared. plane with average terrain elevation. In our preprocessing phase, the image was first 219 orthorectified using 5-meter resolution digital elevation model derived from LiDAR 220 data. In georeferencing, 13 ground control points from block features (buildings etc.) 221 which were scattered all over study area were taken from orthophotos and nearest 222 neighbour sampling was used. In visual interpretation, the differences between 223 orthophotos, LiDAR data and orthorectified WV-2 were at maximum a couple of 224 meters. From WV-2, we used all multispectral bands in 2 m resolution. 225
LiDAR data was created by National Land Survey of Finland. Flying altitude is 226 on average 2000 meters. Used scan angle was ± 20˚ and laser pulse footprint on the 227 ground approximately 50 cm. Mean error in elevation information is at maximum 15 228 centimetres and in planar information at maximum 60 cm. Data was delivered 229 automatically classified to ground hits, low vegetation hits, low error hits and 230 unclassified hits. 231
LiDAR point clouds were first triangulated and after that rasterized using 232 LASTOOLS (Isenburg 2011 ). We first derived two layers in 2 m resolution from 233
LiDAR: digital terrain model (DTM) and digital surface model (DSM). In DTM, only 234 ground hits were used whereas in DSM, point cloud was first thinned to one meter 235 resolution to include highest hits. values from the data. Before the filling, values in DTM in known and evident places of 260 bridges and culverts were manipulated to let imagined water to flow through road banks 261 in those locations. To angle β, 0.0174532 rad was added so that division by 0 was 262 avoided. In flow direction calculations, we used multiple flow direction method by 263 Freeman (1991) . In this method, the slope value is raised to the power of 1. first did initial trial-and-error testing and visual interpretation for different types of 312 segmentation. We segmented single layers, reclassified and filtered the layers and tried 313 different parameter combinations and segmentation methods. In our initial analysis, the 314 goal was to find good segmentation methods that could be further evaluated using the 315 evaluation measures. As well, we wanted to scale our layers so that they could be used 316 in same segmentations; in other words, the segments that are produced in single layer 317 segmentations should be approximately of same size. Needless to say, our initial 318 evaluation was not thorough but it was good enough to find good segmentation 319 methods. All possible combinations could not be tested but we found a set of 320 segmentations that were probably among the best that are available. 321
Used parameter and layer combinations 322
Four different layer combinations were tested: (a) WV-2 layers only, (b were done for all layer combinations. In all segmentations, all layers were given equal 332 weight. 333
Different reference polygons 334
We tested different segmentation methods using eight different reference polygon sets. 335
First, all reference polygons from the whole study area were used. Second, three sets 336 included all reference polygons from three different sub-areas separately. Third, two 337 sets included reference polygons of only one habitat type: one set included all mires and 338 one set water. Finally, we tested segmentation quality against two other reference 339 polygon sets (FFPS biotope and forestry planning data) (Figure 1 ). 340
( Figure 1 should be inserted here) 341
Goodness evaluation measures 342
Segmentation goodness was evaluated using several different supervised measures 343 (Table 2) Table 2 . All measures were calculated as a mean of all reference 346 polygons inside a reference polygon set. The value for a specific reference polygon was 347 calculated as a mean (or standard deviation) of the values of those segments that met at 348 least one out of four criteria. Criteria were: (1) the centroid of the segment is inside the 349 reference polygon, (2) the centroid of the reference polygon is inside the segment, (3) 350 the shared area of the segment and the reference polygon is over 0.5 of the segment 351 area, and (4) the shared area of the segment and the reference polygon is over 0.5 of the 352 reference polygon area (Clinton et al. 2010 ). Some of the measures were weighted by 353 the reference objects (Table 2) . Furthermore, we calculated combined measures which 354 were proposed by Clinton et al. (2010) and which all included measures from single 355 authors only ( When random forest was performed, 500 trees were built and the number of 398 features at each split was given the default value of square root of all features. We used 399 our own reference polygons over all three sub-areas as training data, not the FP nor the 400 FFPS data. Training set in random forest run was all those segments that had a 401 minimum of 60 % coverage of one reference habitat type. Classification accuracies 402
were calculated using all reference polygons with simple cross-tabulation matrices. 403
Results 404

Segmentation goodness based on evaluation measures 405
Based on all area and COMBINED measure, best segmentation was FNEA with layer 406 set b, scale parameter 25 and colour parameter 0.5 (Table 4, Table 5 ). However, 407 choosing this segmentation as the best was contradictory, since no other segmentation 408 evaluation measure ranked it as the best method. As well, its rank was between 4 and 94 409 when COMBINED measure and other reference polygons than all area were used. 410
Hence, different segmentations were chosen as the best or being among the best, when 411 different goodness measures or reference polygons were used ( high mean, low variance combination gave the largest number of best segmentations. 438 (Table 6 should be inserted here) 439
When correlations between different goodness measure results were evaluated 440 (Table 7) , it was found out that correlations range from large negative correlations to 441 high positive correlations. Hence, measures did give different results and preferred 442 different issues in segmentation. It can also be seen that measures that measure 443 oversegmentation had positive correlations with the COMBINED measure whereas 444 undersegmentation measures had negative correlations (for over-and 445 undersegmentation measures, see Table 2 ). Some measures (RPsuper, MergeSum, M, 446 ZH1) had even both positive and negative correlations. Correlations were dependent on 447 reference polygons used; but correlations between the COMBINED measure based on 448 different reference polygons were rather high and positive (Table 8) . Only water has 449 correlations below 0.75. 450 (Tables 7 and 8 should be inserted here) 451
Segmentation goodness based on visual interpretation 452
In visual interpretation, it was found out that segmentations based on layer set b 453 (LiDAR data only) were especially successful in delineating mires and small streams. 454
Also the problem of shadow effect in WV-2 imagery was overcome when LiDAR data 455 was used. On the other hand, the shorelines of water bodies were insufficiently 456 delineated with LiDAR data only. As well, boundaries between deciduous and 457 coniferous forests were better delineated using WV-2 imagery. However, more gradual 458 boundaries, for instance between mesic and xeric forests, could not be easily segmented 459 using any method or layer combination. scale parameter 10 and colour parameter 0.5, as the best one ( Figure 2c ). This selection 474
was, yet, more or less arbitrary, since many different segmentation options gave quite 475 similar results. Furthermore, since there were so many different segmentation options, 476 visual interpretation was not thoroughly reliable in finding the best parameter values. 477
Hence, choosing the best segmentation using visual interpretation was tricky. 478
Classification results 479
Classification accuracies between classifications derived from different segmentations 480 varied a bit (Table 9 , some of the segmentations in Figure 2 ). Best accuracy (0.72) was 481 achieved using best segmentation in visual interpretation (Figure 2c ) whereas worst 482 accuracy (0.60) was got using segmentation that was ranked high using some of the 483 measures (Figure 2h) . Many of the different segmentations got reasonably good results 484 compared to the best classification. Some of these segmentations were selected based on 485 measures, some by using visual interpretation. On the other hand, best segmentation 486 based on COMBINED measure and all area (Figure 2e ), was not among the best 487 segmentations in classification accuracy analysis. It can be seen that fine or moderately 488 fine segmentations led to better classification accuracies. Vice versa, coarse 489 segmentation led to poorer accuracies. On the other hand, too fine segmentation can 490 lead to salt-and-pepper effect ( Figure 2b ) and thus possibly also make classification 491 accuracy worse. Also in visual interpretation it became evident that classifications 492 performed with FNEA segmentations and scale parameter value 5 suffered from this 493 effect more than classifications performed with segmentations with scale value 10. Best 494 classification accuracies were achieved using segmentations with both LiDAR and WV-495 2 layers. This might be due to the fact that boundaries were best detected using both 496 data types in segmentation. Yet, classification accuracies using only segmentations 497 performed with LiDAR or WV-2 data were nevertheless little worse. In all, 498 classification accuracy evaluation was not thorough; in other words, good classification 499 accuracies can be got using segmentations, which were not among the 12 segmentations 500 tested here. Moreover, some measures may be good in selecting segmentations that 501 maximize classification accuracy. 502 ( Therefore, it is not realistic to expect that segmentation delineates those objects that 568 cannot be easily seen from the data that is segmented. LiDAR data, however, helped in 569 finding some of the tricky features, such as mires. On the other hand, segmentations 570
with LiDAR data and four WV-2 layers were not significantly different compared to 571 segmentations with LiDAR data and eight WV-2 layers. As well, our study reasserted 572 earlier studies that the problematic shadow effect of aerial or satellite imagery can be 573 mitigated using LiDAR data (Geerling et al. 2007 ; Mustonen, Packalén, and Kangas 574 2008; Ke, Quackenbush, and Im 2010). Segmentations based on imagery only; 575 nonetheless, produced classifications with almost as high classification accuracies as 576 segmentations based on both imagery and LiDAR data. There can be at least two 577 possible reasons for this small difference. First, segmentation based only on imagery 578 may have other benefits compared to segmentation using both data types. Second, the 579 proportion of shadow areas over all area can be rather small, especially with data 580 resolution not higher than 2 m. 581
One major question in segmentation evaluation is whether it is better to 582 delineate meaningful objects with meaningful thematic quality and maximum 583 homogeneity (e.g. Mustonen, Packalén, and Kangas 2008) or to find segmentation that 584 mimics field observations. Some authors (Wulder et al. 2008; Corcoran, Winstanley, 585 and Mooney 2010) have questioned the rationality of supervised segmentation 586 evaluation, especially in natural environments. It is true that nature is not easy to 587 interpret. Different mappers classify habitat patches differently and also delineate patch 588 boundaries differently. Yet, according to McClean (1995, 1999 ) the former 589 type of error was more common in habitat mapping in the UK. Nevertheless, boundaries 590
are not easy to draw and their location depends on the study scale (Lang et al. 2010) . In 591 our analysis, there were differences between boundary locations when our field data 592 was compared to either FP or FFPS data. There were some differences between optimal 593 segmentations based on different reference polygons. These differences were mostly 594 minor, and approximately same kinds of segmentations were preferred irrespective of 595 the reference data. As well, correlations between COMBINED measures based on 596 different reference data were rather high (SA1 to FP 0.79 and SA2 to FFPS 0.89). 597
Furthermore, segmentation evaluation based on thematic quality is not unproblematic 598 either. Although the segmentation has good thematic quality, the segmentation 599 boundaries do not necessarily match with habitat type boundaries that exist in nature. 600
This can lead to difficulties in habitat classification, if it is performed, and eventually to 601 differences in planning decisions. 602
In a more general level, one can question if automated segmentation is worse 603 than manual delineation when it cannot find the boundaries that are manually 604 delineated. Delineations are different; that is true, but it is not straightforward to judge 605 either one of them better. For instance, automated delineation often produces more 606 complex objects. Complexity of the objects, however, can be both good and bad. 607
Although complexities hinder the usage in operational context, complexity can be 608 reduced using GIS techniques. Furthermore, complex boundaries can be even truer, 609 since natural boundaries are not always straight (Wulder et al. 2008 ). Therefore, 610 automated and manual delineations are two different interpretations and both of them 611 can be either good or bad depending on the segmentation method, mapper skills or the 612 operational context. In other words, question is not necessarily if one of them is correct 613 or incorrect but whether it is appropriate or inappropriate (Lang et al. 2010 ). 614
How to evaluate and measure segmentation goodness? 615
According to our analysis, the FNEA was better segmentation method than the 616 watershed segmentation in IDRISI Taiga. Still, also IDRISI's segmentation method 617 provided good results. As already noted earlier, FNEA has been a good performer in 618 segmentation evaluations and is a standard method in OBIA studies. However, we 619 cannot give any percentage or any other quantitative evaluation which indicates how 620 much better FNEA is compared to IDRISI contrary to values given e.g. by N. Li, Huo, 621
and Fang (2010). N. Li, Huo, and Fang (2010) classified different types of objects to 622 correctly delineated, acceptably delineated and wrongly delineated. From these 623 classifications, they calculated performances of different segmentations and also the 624 percentage difference of performance. In our framework, such quantitative difference 625 evaluation would be more or less artificial, since in our study different measures of 626 segmentation goodness gave different results. This inconsistency has also been noted by 627 Clinton et al. (2010) . Partly this inconsistency can be explained in terms of over-and 628 undersegmentation; i.e., deliberately avoiding one of them results often in getting the 629 other. However, also evaluation measures that should quantify the same phenomenon 630 can give different results. One explanation to this is that we tested several different 631 segmentations of which some were rather similar to each other. Furthermore, measures 632 are a bit dependent on the training data set used. One should, thus, be careful in the 633 selection of the reference data. On the other hand, some of the measures were robust, 634
i.e. produced similar results irrespective of the reference data. Additionally, general 635 picture was more or less similar with different reference polygons. 636
According to classification accuracies derived in our study, the best 637 segmentation was found using visual interpretation. Therefore, it could be argued that 638 supervised segmentation goodness evaluation measures evaluated by Clinton et al. 639 (2010) 
